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that." December 34th we celebrated as Christmas, dining in state
off bully-beef stew and our plum-pudding.
Nature herself speedily punished me for this lie. In scheming for
the brandy, I had quite forgotten that a total eclipse of the sun
was to occur in Western Antarctica on Christmas afternoon. It
came—a weird and wonderful phenomenon when seen across
the vast snow-fields—and I was exposed. To get out of it, I con-
fessed shamefacedly that I must have made the dating mistake
myself.
By the end of the year we mutually abandoned our routine of
fifteen hours a day in bed. We were completely "slept up." So we
began rising early in the morning and keeping warm as best we
could until it came time to fire the stove at night. There has been
an implied criticism of us that we did not at this time return to the
Polar Star and bring back the wireless apparatus to operate from
Little America. Those who find that fault simply .do not know
what conditions are like in the Antarctic.
In the first place, we were uncertain about the exact position of
the Polar Star in relation to Little America. It might mean a long
hunt to find it. Indeed, after some heavy snows in early January, I
expressed a doubt in my diary whether we ever would find the
plane. If it were snowed completely under, only a lucky chance
would bring it to light again. If we spent days hunting for it,
fresh snows might blot out our own trail and make a return to
Little America exceedingly difficult. At any rate, besides our tent
and other camp supplies, we should have to pack on the sledge food
and fuel for at least ten days. For travel-worn men it was too great
an ordeal to contemplate. We had crossed Antarctica safely. Why
risk our lives further?
When the Wyatt Earp finally arrived, my people put one of
JByrd's tractors into commission to carry petrol back to refuel the
Polar Star, which had been found by one of the reconnaissance
flights of the plane brought down to aid in a possible hunt for us.
The tractor followed a direct route to the Polar Star and dropped
into a crevasse, from which it was rescued with difficulty. Those
with the tractor discovered that, owing to the crevassed nature of
the ice, we had by chance taken the only possible direction at the
start by which we could have reached Little America. So, had the

